
 

 

 

 

 

Sean Snyder   Aurora Borealis  19.01.2017  –  01.03.2017 

       Opening reception 19.01.2017, 6  –  9 pm 

 

 

Gallery Entrance 

 

Duty-Free Molotov Cocktail, 2016-2017 

A configuration of luxury items with the potential to become a weapon. 

 

0.99€, 2015 

A screenshot registering the purchase of John Cage’s 4’33’’ performance from Apple iTunes. 

 

Silence (Audition), 2016-2017 

A video that visually translates John Cage's 4'33" performance purchased from Apple iTunes 

using the shareware computer program Audition with the block of audio data remastered. 

 
Magnetosphere, 2016-2017, (collaboration with Bernhard Schreiner)  

Fragments of audio registrations of the aurora borealis arranged in single and multiple layers. 

 

Mnemosynedrone (Metadata), 2015-2017 

A handout vinyl sticker of a QR code encrypted with metadata.  

 

Trompe-L'Oeil, 2016 

A contribution to the Grey Room issue 65 protesting against the election of Donald Trump. 

 
Main Gallery 

 

Cloud Sediment (Gstaad), 2015-2016 

A video shot near Gstaad, Switzerland, geometrically scans the exterior of the "Swiss Fort 

Knox" to reinforce the rigidity of cloud storage and brings to light the fragility of image 

production. The video is projected directly on the gallery wall painted RAL 7043 (traffic grey). 

 

Mnemonic Equation (Level 5), 2017 

A series of 25 images of clouds shot from the ground and from an airplane formatted to the 

golden ratio and installed on the gallery wall painted RAL 7047 (telegrey). 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Upstairs Office 

 

Network (Les Animaux De La Ferme), 2016 

A grid of images of fishing lures with captions indicating chemical elements and 

communication devices as nodes of unseen networks of connectivity and mobility. 

 

Tableau Bateau, 2016 

A video of rough seas looped in random order on a hacked Sony mobile phone with the 

remastered audio of John Cage's 4'33" performance purchased from Apple iTunes. 

 

Hook, Line and Sinker, 2016-2017 

A site specific installation on the gallery facade of a fishing lure attached to a chair in the 

gallery office. 

 

Storage (46.187 Latitude, 6.1271 Longitude), 2016 

A LED lightbox  with a golden ratio formatted image of a warehouse in Geneva where antiques, 

gold and artworks are stored. 

 

Outside Exhibition 

 

http://mnemosynedrone.info/, 2015-present 

An offsite metadata storage backed up on the "Swiss Fort Knox" cloud platform. 

 

 


